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  Our fall conference should be a big one this 
year as Naomi Klein will be our keynote 
speaker for the October Professional 
Development Day. This edition of Dimensions 
covers a variety of material regarding the 
conference (background information on 
Klein, conference schedule, and 
whereabouts, etc.) to help teachers sort out 
what is in store for them. The conference is 
expected to sellout, so if you have not 
registered as you read this article… 
  One feature in this issue is Al Lehmann’s 
article on Historical Fiction. The author 
recently retired, and was kind enough to 
submit some ideas to us for how teachers can 
switch from textbooks to those of the 
fictional persuasion in the classroom. 
Another tool in the toolbox never hurts.    
  Emily Winckler’s review of a recently 
published autobiography of Arthur Propp 
connects with Lehmann’s words. Propp’s 
story of immigration through the early Nazi 
era of Europe to Canada is an inspirational 
one and I invite you to take a look at his book 
after reading Winckler’s assessment. 
  This edition also includes an article from 
Jodi Derkson, who calls teachers to action on 
the issue of human rights.  Voices in Action 
and Choose Your Voice are two free online 
websites with resources to help teachers 

craft their own lessons on important topics 
and concepts from the past century. All of 
which can easily connect with today’s 
students. 
    Dimensions ends off with a few important 
notices regarding the BCSSTA Bursary 
Application, our summer meeting minutes, 
and a Call for Papers. I encourage readers to 
take a look at this application form because 
the BCSSTA has six $500 bursaries for 
teachers to pursue professional development 
opportunities. Also, STS Tours is a company 
that many teachers have used over the years 
for their fieldtrips, Quebec is just one of 
many others they host, take a look at the 
closing advertisement for potential Social 
Studies adventures. 
   
Enjoy,  
Chad Reid 
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“Building a 
Better 

Tomorrow: 
Acting Now for 

a Brighter 
Future” 

 

Friday, October 19th 2018 

 
Provincial Professional 

Development Conference for 
Social Studies Specialists 

 
In partnership with the Peace 
and Global Education Action 

Group (PAGE) 

 
Keynote Speaker:  

Naomi Klein   
 
  Each year, the BCSSTA hosts a professional 
development conference open to all teachers 
who teach Social Studies in BC schools. We 
offer a compelling keynote address which 
leads you into further workshops spread over 

two session-periods. The majority of 
workshops offered will tie into this year's 
conference theme:  "Building a Better 
Tomorrow". A wide variety of specific 
workshops to be available. Between the 
morning and afternoon workshop sections 
there will be a hot buffet style lunch served 
(part of your fee) and there will be a host of 
vendors and organizations with tables in the 
cafeteria and around the school offering 
information, free samples and draw prizes. 
We also hold the Annual General Meeting of 
the association in the staff cafeteria next to 
the main cafeteria. We strongly encourage 
you to drop in and take part in the AGM. 
   
 Our keynote speaker this year is Naomi Klein. 
She is the Canadian author of best sellers like 
“No Logo,” “The Shock Doctrine,” and “This 
Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. Climate.” 
She has written numerous newspaper articles 
in The Guardian, The Boston Globe, The New 
York Times, amongst many others. Her work is 
also regularly published in The Intercept. Her 
1999 book, “No Logo” was hailed as a blueprint 
for activism. Her follow-up book, “Fences and 
Windows” told the stories of workers and the 
non-elite fighting against discrimination, low 
wages, poor working conditions, and the forces 
of economic globalization. 
  
 Klein routinely speaks out against the Trump 
administration and has recently been at the 
forefront of a new divestment movement in 
the United States.  
 
  She has recently been appointed the Gloria 
Steinem Chair for Media, Culture, and Feminist 
Studies at Rutgers University. Her new book is 

entitled, “The Battle for Paradise: Puerto Rico 
takes on the Disaster Capitalists” (Haymarket 
Books). 
 

 
 

Please note:  
Conference registration fees include admission to 

the keynote, two workshop sessions, lunch, 
membership in the BCSSTA and a reusable 

participants bag full of great takeaways. 
  
Participant categories: 
-Full-Time/Part-Time Teachers in Public Schools 
(BCTF)                                        $140 
 
-Teachers Teaching On-Call/BCTF retirees/ & Student 
Teachers                                                                                    $90 
 
-Full-Time/ Part-Time Teachers in Private Schools  
(NON-BCTF)                                                                                      $170 
  

*Confirmation of participant category may be required before 
admission. 
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“Building a Better Tomorrow: Acting Now for a Brighter Future” 

2018 BCSSTA Pro-D Conference in partnership with PAGE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Vancouver Technical Secondary 
School 

2600 East Broadway 

 

 

Look for this Conference Postcard in your school mail!! 
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Schedule of Events 
 

Pre-Conference Event! 

See Naomi Klein’s Environmental Documentary before she speaks 

“This Changes Everything” will be screened at VIFF in downtown 
Vancouver on the eve of the conference 

Thursday, October 18th at 6:30pm – 1181 Seymour Street 
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Previous Conference 
Keynote Speakers 
 

2012  

“Rights and Responsibilities: Thinking 
Locally, Acting Globally”  

-L Gen. Romeo Dallaire  

-Amy Burvall  
-Peter Seixas 

 

2013  

“Making Sense of Changing Worlds”  

-Joel Bakan  

-John Myers 

 
 

 
 
 
 

2014  

“Ancient Wisdom, Modern World”  
-Wade Davis 

 

2015  

“Living in a World of Conflict”  
- Dr. Samantha Nutt 
 

2016  

“Media and Truth in the 21st Century”  

-Mohamed Fahmy  

-Althia Raj 
 

 
 
 
 
2017  
“Making History: Perspectives on Historical 
Thinking” 
---Gwynne Dyer 
---Roxanne Panchasi 
---Mark Leier 
---Fabio Lopez Lazaro 

 

 

 

The “What Ifs” of Historical Fiction 

Al Lehmann 

  A highly respected literary genre, history arranges the past into a (sometimes logical) linear 
progression of events, often interpreting factual details with speculations about participants’ motives. 
Writing history is necessarily selective. Processes of inclusion and “weeding out” create imperfections, 
and no historical account is ever complete. In a political time of so-called “alternate facts,” the 
challenge of selecting and defending those details that might belong in an accurate rendering 
becomes increasingly problematic. Critical readers understand that history must be read with caution 
and at least a degree of skepticism, especially regarding any value judgments the historian may make. 
 
  Badly written history is bloodless and about as interesting as the phone book. By contrast, well told 
history can be as dramatic as a Shakespearean tragedy, charged with life itself. History can be flooded 
with details, or as pithy as the Viconte Turenne’s reported dispatch after the Battle of Dunen in 1658: 
“The enemy came. He was beaten. I am tired. Goodnight.” 
 
  When history is compellingly written, it is easy to be seduced by its various excitements and the 
seeming profundity of its insights. Recognizing this, might one ask, is an insight any less profound if 
the so-called facts upon which is based have been engineered beyond what might be judged the 
boundaries of truth? Writers’ qualms about truth-telling become significantly less confining if instead 
of academically defensible history, one chooses to write historical fiction instead, where the plotting 
and characterization are more important than the truth of the story. Successful fiction relies on the 
willing suspension of disbelief in its readers.  
 

  Fiction presents its own “truths,” observations about human experience. As Jean Cocteau observed, “The poet [or 
literary artist] is a liar who always speaks the truth.” Fictional narratives may not be true in the sense that these 
episodes really happened as they have been told, but insofar as they are true to the possibilities of human action 
and experience, they can deliver enriching, living stories. 
  
As a genre, historical fiction features a large company of fine writers. Consider these: 

• Robert Graves (I Claudius) 

• Leo Tolstoy (War and Peace) 

• James A. Michener (Hawaii, The Source, and many others) 

• Michael Shaara (The Killer Angels) 

• Gore Vidal (Burr, 1876) 

• Colleen McCullough (her massive Rome series: The First Man in Rome, etc.) 
 

  There are dozens more (see https://www.librarything.com/topic/131292 for a popular discussion of favorites). Some authors seem more academic 
than others, more attuned to the factual framework of the story than to the demands of cranking out a rip-roaring adventure. Contrast James 
Michener (who reputedly had a whole team of grad students working for him doing historical research) to Conn Iggulden, who seems more interested 
in providing “sword and sandal” gladiatorial thrills than historical insight. 

 

https://www.librarything.com/topic/131292
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  One great appeal of writing historical fiction is the ready provision of a story framework, one already plotted out in its major details by our more 
reality-oriented historian friends. What remains is to add the more personalized human drama, to bring characters to life through dialogue and 
invented human encounters (with all their emotional conflicts, reactions, and satisfactions). 
 
  Another appeal of fiction-writing is the opportunity to indulge in a kind of “what if?” exercise. It’s relatively easy to find out the basically agreed upon 
facts of certain historical events (voyages of discovery, military campaigns, and so on). But authors of historical fiction often ask themselves, “What if 
some details of these events were different? How might characters (historical or invented) have reacted within the parameters of these alterations? 
How might the story have changed?” 
 
  Some writers have taken up this technique whole hog, going beyond developing a 
basic, dramatic story and into creating speculative alternative histories. Examples 
include “what ifs” like, “What if the South had won the American Civil War?” and 
“What if during World War II Germany had invaded Britain by sea?” (See 
http://mentalfloss.com/article/54464/what-if-19-alternate-histories-imagining-very-
different-world for a broad selection of these tales, whose stylistic varieties are 
startlingly original and stimulating.) 
 
The principles of writing compelling fiction always apply to writing historical fiction. 
Readers appreciate heroes and villains, titanic conflicts, miscommunication and 
mystery, interesting conversation, action, and above all, a plot that brings the story 
to a satisfying conclusion. The possibilities really are endless, infinitely diverting and 
entertaining. And reading historical fiction can motivate us to investigate the 
(occasionally) more plodding presentations in academic history publications. 
 
It is important for readers not to confuse historical novels with factual accounts (insofar as historians are able to provide them). But both forms can 
serve to enhance our understanding of the intricately designed cloth of past events, and of the human drama involved in its unfolding. 
 
As a reader you may enjoy speculating on the following “what if?” What if the writing of history were against the law?    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  
 

 

 

Human Rights, Education, and World Chaos 

Jodi Derkson 
 

“The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing” – Edmund Burke, English 
Statesmen, 1729-1797 

 
  As educators, we aim to guide our students to develop the knowledge and attitudes that result in social justice for 
Canada and the world.  As we know, history often repeats itself.  Disgraceful acts of injustice still plague humanity 
today. The events of the past year have taught us that in a frightening way. That is why now, more than ever, we 
must discuss issues of human rights, equality, and unconscious, systemic racism with our students. Over the 
course of the next school year, you may wish to compare/contrast contemporary issues by deconstructing and 
analyzing events like the Holocaust. Lessons confronting historic and modern day racism can be so powerful, 
helping our students understand how bystander apathy can lead to unspeakable atrocities.  

Mr. Lehmann is retired BCTF member whose original 
undergraduate degree was in English and history. He is 
the author of two novels: “Hamlet the Novel,” a 
retelling of Shakespeare’s magnificent play in more 
contemporary language, and “Inca Sunset,” a romantic 
historical adventure set in the Spanish invasion of the 
Inca Empire in 1532. 
 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/54464/what-if-19-alternate-histories-imagining-very-different-world
http://mentalfloss.com/article/54464/what-if-19-alternate-histories-imagining-very-different-world
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  Equipping today’s youth with knowledge about our past can effectively combat indifference and abolish the cycle of hate and intolerance still 
prevalent in our world – at least that’s our hope. The rise of bullying and cyber bullying reveals that we continue to hurt others in alarming, irreparable 
ways. Fortunate enough to represent national non-profit FAST (Fighting Antisemitism Together) in BC, I co-develop curriculum on topics of human 
rights while marketing our free resources to support educators’ desire to truly make a difference.  Both Choose Your Voice and Voices into Action are 
award-winning, bilingual, online, and always free. We aim to positively influence the future by educating our students about horrific and heroic 
moments throughout human history. 
 
     Developed by curriculum experts at OISE-UT [Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto], our program maximizes 
digital technology to provide comprehensive resources for students – middle school up to college level. If you feel like getting a start on your planning, 
have a look at the sites and don’t forget to register to access your portal for educators (My Dashboard).  It allows you to access valuable teaching 
tools: lesson plan and customize handouts that can be sent to students. Valuable information can be found in your dashboard like critical thinking 
exercises, mindfulness sessions (the material can trigger some students), and assessment rubrics.  
 
  The six units are designed for use in many secondary level subject areas (ex: language arts, drama, visual arts, Indigenous studies, world issues, 
Canadian law, world religions) and they pose some pretty challenging questions like:   
 
Whose responsibility is it to create a just and moral society?   
 
Why do we have “blind spots” when it comes to judging people?  
 
How do prejudice and discrimination prevent immigration for those who are seeking asylum?  
 

Did we learn from history or did we repeat it?  
 
How might someone’s assumptions have an impact on his or her treatment of persons with disabilities?  
 

What are the advantages and limits of a media-influenced war like the one in Bosnia? 
 
  Chapters include: The Indigenous Experience, Gender Issues, Rights of the Disabled, Komagata Maru, Rwanda, the Holodomor, Islamophobia, 
Armenian genocide, Cambodia, and much more.  Each chapter has a few original, short documentary-style films with first person accounts about that 
pivotal event in history. The power of looking into the eyes of a survivor connects the viewer to a story, to someone’s real life experience.  The honourable 
Dr. Irwin Cotler, human rights lawyer, shares his knowledge in a few of our films, offering profound advice on helping young people develop compassion 
around human rights issues. 
 

 In a recent interview Dr. Cotler shared, “my mother would say, 'If you want to pursue justice, 
you have to feel the injustice about you.' Otherwise, the pursuit of justice would be a 
theoretical abstract. It would end up just being words.” Our resources help students feel for 
the survivors and their stories. Our hope is that these emotions translate into positive action 
where students defend human rights for those in their immediate circles, and for strangers 
in distant places.  
 
  Through a variety of compelling activities, Choose Your Voice and Voices into Action give all 
Canadian educators the tools to improve the society we live in. As we’ve all witnessed, 
when students explore facts about the world, both past and present, their social 
consciousness expands. By developing their awareness and encouraging critical thinking 
about the negative forces that still exist today, they become empowered to combat 
hateful acts and end bystander apathy. We can all make the world a better place by 
choosing to speak out and take action against intolerance.  

 
  Thank you for doing the work you do – and if you’re interested in taking our resource 
Voices into Action to the next level, as an experienced Drama teacher, I’ve developed 
Voices into Acting.  Students (even ones who’ve never acted!) will create performance 
pieces to present to their school – all on human rights issues they feel passionate 
about. Byrne Creek, in Burnaby, enjoyed the project and I welcome your 
correspondence to find out if your class can do the project next school year. If 
possible, I can offer workshops, at no cost, to ready the students for an impactful 
school presentation.   
Don’t forget to register and use Voices into Action and Choose Your Voice.  All the 
best to you.  
 
Jodi Derkson 
FAST- BC Regional Director of Educational Programs  
jderkson@fastcyv.ca 

 

http://www.chooseyourvoice.ca/
http://www.voicesintoaction.ca/
http://www.voicesintoaction.ca/
http://www.voicesintoacting.ca/
http://www.voicesintoaction.ca/
http://www.chooseyourvoice.ca/
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Where The Straight Path Leads! 

A Book Review 

Emily Winckler 

  As teachers, especially those endeavouring to engage high school students in the goings on of the past, we 
have all, likely at least once, heard the question, “but why is this important to me?”  
 
  Being new to the profession of teaching, searching for ways to answer - or ideally mitigate - this question has 
been central to the development of my teaching philosophy. Thus, grounding my course work in real, tangible, 
and meaningful resources and assignments has been my greatest goal. As we move further and further away 
from the material that we teach, engaging students in a way that allows them to feel that they authentically 
understand or empathize with the content of our courses can feel, at times, like our very own white whale.  
 
  To this end, finding resources that not only discuss content-specific epochs and cultures but further ground 
them in a Canadian, and better yet British Columbian, context is paramount.  
 
Where The Straight Path Leads by Arthur Propp provides an insider’s perspective into the cultural norms of pre-
Nazi Germany, the history of antisemitism, Jewish traditions and diaspora, and how the Holocaust displaced, 
disconnected, and massacred Jewish families, ultimately affecting communities around the world into present 
day. Propp accomplishes this indirectly, in the form of an autobiography written largely for his son, Dan, while 
living in the smalltown of Gibsons, BC. Propp outlines his childhood in Eastern Prussia in the late 1800s and early 
1900s, his eventual escape to England thanks to the British underground, his emigration to Bolivia, and final 
settlement in British Columbia. The writing is heartfelt, filled with poignant descriptions of all aspects of the 
human existence, including family, business, politics, and, of course, tragedy.  
 
  Propp’s autobiography, whether used in its entirety or in pieces, would undoubtedly serve as an excellent addition to the Social Studies classroom. 
Not only does it provide a meaningful perspective on both Germany and Canada’s intricate history of antisemitism and culture, but also places a 
human quality of understanding to the Holocaust: how it affected those who lived through it, even those in our very own backyard.  
 
  I am a firm believer in the importance of teaching history through literature. Memoirs, testimonies, and biographies let students experience the 
content we teach from a first-hand perspective and explore the importance of primary sources and personal narrative. But most importantly, 
literature, Arthur Propp’s Where The Straight Path Leads included, allows students to experience why history should be important to them.   
   

Emily Winckler 
West Vancouver Secondary School 
 
 

Labour History Project Update 
June 2018 

 
The Labour History project, a joint initiative of the BCTF and the Labour Heritage Centre is pleased to 
announce the completion of two significant projects that will enhance the teaching of British Columbia’s 
history.  “On the Line, A History of the British Columbia Labour Movement” by Rod Mickleburgh was 
published in May. Through the generous donations of unions and individual members a complimentary copy 
of the book will be sent to every public secondary school library in British Columbia. Many of the books have 
already arrived, the balance should arrive over the summer. 

“On the Line” is an excellent companion to the series of lessons produced by the Labour History project on 
the Knowledge Network Series, Working People: A History of British Columbia. A complete set of fully 
developed lessons filled with primary sources and inquiry focused lesson activities can be found on the Labour 
Heritage Centre’s website and TeachBC.  In addition to these materials there are resources for Social Justice 
12, workplace safety and the April 28th Day of Mourning as well as videos chronicling the role of working 
people in the development of BC. Workshops on the LHP materials are free to all teachers in the province. 
Contact the Labour Heritage centre at info@labourheritageentre.ca  for more information. 

 

http://www.labourheritagecentre.ca/
http://teachbc.bctf.ca/
mailto:info@labourheritageentre.ca
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  The second exciting project completed this June is the free BC Labour History Walking Tours app 
available for Apple and Android systems. There are three tours currently available for the downtown 
Vancouver area; Central route, Downtown route and East Van route. The routes are between 2-3 km 
each and should take 90 minutes each to complete.  They include background information on the 
key events of BC’s labour movement, photos and a number of the vignettes from the Working 
People: A History of British Columbia series.  

  This Walking Tours app would work well to support a teacher-led walking tour of the historic sites 
of Downtown Vancouver.  The LHC can also arrange to have a guide accompany your class tours and 
provide additional insights and context to the tour. The content of the tours are downloadable so 
that you will not have to rely on data plans or wifi to use the resource. 

  To keep up to date on the latest news and teacher resources from the Labour Heritage Centre sign 
up for the free newsletter at http://www.labourheritagecentre.ca/news/newsletter-sign-up 

 

Wayne Axford  
Labour Heritage Project Education Consultant 
waxford@shaw.ca  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BCSSTA Executive Meeting MINUTES 

8 June 2018 

 

Vancouver Art Gallery 4:00 – 7:00 

 
1. Call to Order /Attendance/Introductions 

Present: Dale Martelli, Chad Reid, Cayla Brown, Ryan Holly, Jason Hudson, Derek Smith, Bryn Stephenson, Glen Thielmann, Leah Judd, 
Chris Moon, Stephanie Henderson, Wayne Axford, Christine Paget, Greg Neumann 
Regrets: Graeme Stacey, Kim Rutherford, Stephan Biela 
Absent:  
Guest: Dave Henderson 
 

2. Agenda 
Moved -  Chad   Seconded -  Ryan   PASSED 

 

3. Minutes  
Moved - Bryn  Seconded – Leah    PASSED 

 

4. President’s Report 

a. Detours Journal – Had a meeting with Dale, Christine, Chad & Bryn.  Talked about journal -- Dale delegated responsibilities, 
Talked about getting away from issue-mentality, Publish like a peer reviewed blog. Bryn copy editor, Chad will do teaching 
articles, Christine Academic articles. Book reviews will move from Dimensions to Detours. Oct 2019, first print edition will come 
out. Will have regular meetings around each executive meeting.  

- SEE ATTACHED REPORT* 

-  
Chad: 100 objects for teaching social studies – he has around 60 articles. Would like to consider extending this from detours journal to 
also publishing an anthology book to use as a teaching resource. Has started contacting GG Award winners for the last several years to 
get more articles. Ex. Columbia University. Dale – will talk to BC Librarians association and Ken Haycock (Publisher) this is a non-profit 
venture and get it properly done. Will provide free to members at conferences and will sell to non-members. Chad explained that 
these items can be for anywhere in the world from any time. 
 
Dimensions, next edition will talk about conference, women in politics etc. Chad discussed the art choices for the next conference post 
cards. He has looked into the copy-write for the art. $500 might be the price. Dale said that it would take a motion to spend money. 

http://www.labourheritagecentre.ca/news/newsletter-sign-up
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Greg suggested using Naomi Klein’s image. Christine would be OK if it was $20. Leah felt she would use it as a teachable moment so 
there is some value added to having art in your hands. Dale suggested what we wait until we have a number which we can vote on by 
electronic motion. 

 

b. PSAC (Greg) Reported a couple things really promoted the summer institute. Graeme will be representing us. There was 
discussion around bargaining and peer inquiry. $5000 grants with peers. Discussion about what PSA executives can say in the 
media and cannot say. There was a request for us to have a ‘boiler-plate’. Childcare expenses were discussed. Ultimately it’s not a 
very flexible model.  
 

c. Provincial Survey of History Teaching – Dale: Would like to start laying the group work for this in the next year or two. The 
BCSSTA is developing a survey to see how history is actually being taught in classrooms across the province. 2019-2020. Glen 
asked about why it is ‘History’ and not ‘Social Studies’. Dale said it could be expanded to include ‘social studies’. It would be 
worthwhile to build a data-base. The executive gave its support. 

d. Workshop/Conference Planning 2018/2019 – Want to offer workshops regionally outside of the lower mainland. Dale asked for 
suggestions from representatives outside of Vancouver. Discuss further 

e. BCTF Form Completion – Form completion will be put onto Google docs for us to help fill out as a way of letting members to 
know what we are actually doing. Exec-members will collaborate to each report what they have done in the name of the BCSSTA. 

 

5. Professional Grant Bursary Committee – Ryan, Graeme, Christine 
Ryan said there were no applications. The website has been updated. Nothing else to report. Carly has taken the money after taking out an 
associate membership. It was made clear that the grants are only for BCTF members. 
 

6. Membership Report - Jason 
Three new members since last meeting 

7. LSA Reports 
Kelowna is holding off on grant reports/request until we decide on September meeting being in Barkerville. The idea would be to have new 
teachers join the meeting from outside the lower-mainland.  

Fort St John. Cayla reported that they had a good meeting recently. Still waiting for billing for the TOC’s. Christine discussed process.  

Sunshine Coast – Leah – Walking tour of Gibsons. People actually came. Discussed the conference in September.  Do know if they can get 
people there in September. Gave the historian an honorarium so used LSA. New Hazelmere SS 10 workbook sample has been sent.  

Prince George – Glen   

8. PIAC Report - Glen 
Was there today. Relevant discussion was assessment literacy materials that was sent out received a serious critique. Frustration around lack 
of communication. Greg echoed those concerns. Concerned about how ‘formative assessment’ was a new thing.  

9. Articulation Reports: Chris 

a. MOON - HISTORY ARTICULATION – College of the Rockies, Cranbrook BC May 7th& 8th  

- SEE – WRITTEN REPORTS 

b. THIELMANN - GEOGRAPHY – Victoria BC. Also seeking to find out what institutions are doing to entice students into the field. 
Turing to mid-project interviews to discuss progress to see how student has developed their research and outlines etc… 
   

Dale asked that report / summaries be sent to Chad.  

10. Communications – Chad 

11. September Meeting Proposal (Glen & Dale) 
 

Making the meeting happen will depend on having childcare. Suggested bringing older children who are old enough to help babysit. Dale 
and Glen discussed the email proposal. See Glen’s attached “PIE” agenda item.  

MOVED: Glen Thielmann / Ryan Holly: That the BCSSTA hold an Executive meeting in Barkerville on September on 27th, 2018 in 
Conjunction with the Place in Education symposium and provide exec members with subsidies to participate in the symposium. 

-Debate on the cost and return on investment. Concern about the expense of the Klein Conference etc. 

-Dale spoke against sending the whole executive and suggested sending a representative for each region.  

DEFEATED 
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MOTION: Wayne / Derek The BCSSTA supports in principle that the BCSSTA send an executive delegation to the PIE Barkerville 
Conference contingent upon available funds. 

PASSED 

12. 4:45 – 5:30 Timed Item “Bombhead Tour”  
Executive went on the tour. 

13. 4:35 Timed Item “ JAPANESE PROBLEM,”  Universal Ltd.  (see 

attached) 

Yoshi Bancroft & Jonna – created a show presented at Hastings Park.  
Will be re-mounting the show. Meant to be on site at Hastings park 
but also have a travelling set to bring to schools. Everyshow has a 
talkback. The people in the show have connections to the 
internment. Glen asked about site responsive resources for 
educational purposes, can include workshops. Cost for 2 nights and 4 
shows it would be around $2000. Chad asked about specific resources 
and content, Yoshi mentioned an amazing website “Hastings Park 
1942” which students could pre-view. Youngest students suggested 
to be 14 and older. 
 
 

14.  
 

Conference Invitation for Dale and possibly one other person: a special discussion session on “Building interprovincial cooperation amongst 
history and social studies educators “tentatively scheduled for November 16 (exact time to be confirmed). in Toronto. Dale will ask that he be 
allowed use presidents days as everything else is paid for. 

“Building on fifteen successful national conferences on teaching Canada’s history, the Association for Canadian Studies (ACS) in collaboration with 
The Ontario Social History and Social Sciences Teachers’ Association (OHASSTA), will be holding the 16th such national conference entitled “The Next 
150”.  The conference will be held on November 15-16, 2018 at the Four Points by Sheraton Toronto Airport.” 

15. Treasurer’s Report - Christine 

Currently at 49,000 about 11,000 down from last year. But this is not unexpected based on the deposit for Klein and printing for 
newsletters for LSA’s. Graeme asked about how PAGE is going to contribute their $5000 towards the conference. Christine thinks 
they will need an invoice from her. Greg will update exhibitors with the new address. 
 
Dale brought up childcare. In past BCSSTA had made motions on childcare but now that is no longer allowed. It must fall under 
BCTF guidelines which restricts to $15/ hour per person. This will limit women’s ability to participate in the BCTF which is 
problematic since 80% of newer teachers are female. Christine will be bringing this issue forward to the BCTF. Discussion around 
the role / relationship of the PSA and the BCTF. 
 

16. 2018PSA Conference –Planning: (Greg, Christine, Chris, Dale) 

a) Keynote – nothing new. Half fee is paid.  

b) Workshops – need more 

c) Registration – open  

d) Conference Jobs Review– Christine will re-send by email 

e) Movie night – Chad, RIO is booked-up but VIFF is interested in having a screening. 
 

17. Other Items 
Labour History – Wayne: pre-conference workshop for global solutions. Book has been published and is in schools. Vancouver walking tour is 
now released in google. 
 

18. Next Meeting  September  2018 

19. Adjournment 
 

Motion to adjourn: Cayla Seconded – Bryn 

about:blank
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British Columbia Social Studies Teachers' Association 

Major Conference Bursary Application Form 

 

The major conference bursary is designed to provide financial support to members who would like to attend major 
conferences in the field of Social Studies Education, but who cannot fully fund the trip through school or district funds. Six 
bursaries of $500 each will be awarded for conferences per school year. 

Bursary applications will be reviewed considering the following criteria: 

• Current membership in the BCSSTA 

• Relevance of the conference to Social Studies education 

• Relevance of the conference to applicant’s course load 

• Financial need 

• Plan to share learning with colleagues 
 
***Trips chaperoning students are not eligible for this program*** 
The selection committee may, where appropriate, award more than six bursaries at a lower amount or award similar quality 
applications by a random draw. 
 
To apply, please complete the form below and email it to bcssta@gmail.com. 

I.  General Information 

Name: _______________________________________ Date: _________________________________________ 

Email address: _________________________________  School District: _________________________________ 

School: _______________________________________ Subjects & Grades Taught: ________________________ 

II.  Conference Description 
Please provide a description of the conference and the link to the conference website: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Budget 
Please provide your estimated budget for the trip: 
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IV.  Financial Support 
Please provide a description of the financial support you can access to attend the conference through your school, 
district, or other organization by answering the following questions: 
 

1.  How much money does your district provide for individual professional development per school year? 

 

 

 

2. Does this funding expire in June of each year, or can you save it over more than one year for a major 

conference? 

 

 

 
 
3. Does your district or school have another program such as "school effectiveness funds" or a major 

conference fund that you can access?  If so, how much will that provide? 

 

 

 

V.  Willingness to Share Learning 
Please describe how you plan to share your learning with colleagues: 
 

 

 

VI.  
Willingness to Write an Article 
Would you be willing to write a short submission about your conference for the BCSSTA newsletter? 
   Yes       No 

 
Applications for the program are due MARCH 1st of any given school year, and will be awarded by the end of 
that following April.  Bursaries will be distributed upon receipt of proof of registration and receipts for 
conference expenses.  All receipts and proof of registration must be submitted by June 1st of the same school 
year or the bursary will be forfeited.  For more information, please contact the BCSSTA (bcssta@gmail.com). 
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DETOURS: Social Science Education Research Journal 
 

Call for Papers  

Detours: Social Science Education Research Journal (DETOURS) is the official journal of the British Columbia Social Studies Teachers Association in 
partnership with the British Columbia Librarians Association, and the British Columbia Teachers’ Federation. DETOURS provides a multidisciplinary 
forum for dialogue on Social Science research, practice, and areas of interest in educational settings. The primary aim of the journal is to foster and 
support dialogue between practitioners and researchers, provide articles of general interest to teachers, offer a platform for researchers to connect 
with teachers, and for teachers to augment their professional development with research.  
 
DETOURS articles arise from the diverse disciplinary fields of the Social Sciences including but not limited to history, geography, political science, law, 
psychology, philosophy, sociology, economics, and anthropology. Articles also emerge from classroom practice and teacher (especially graduate 
student) research. Submissions are not limited to any particular research method, but must be based on rigorous analyses that present original insight 
and be of interest to both teachers and researchers. Regardless of authorship, submissions should minimize jargon and aim to be accessible to readers 
without graduate training. Please see our website, detoursjournal.org, for information about submissions and guidelines. 
 
A distinctive feature of the journal is the platform for dialogue between teachers and researchers. With this in mind, each article will be followed by a 
constructive dialogue in which questions and responses can be shared. These discussions, and a concluding article by the editors, will aim to clarify, 
extend, engage, and connect research and practice. 
  

Editorial Team 
Editors-in-Chief 
Christine Paget 
Dale Martelli 
  
Associate Editors 
Bryn Stephenson 
Chad Reid 
  
Editorial Board 
Kevin O’Neill 
Mark Leier 
Graeme Stacey 
Greg Neumann 
Anne Hales 
Larry Kuehn  
 
 
Please review our “About the Journal” page for research article suitability under the “About” section. Authors are encouraged to submit animations, 
movie files, sound files or any additional information for online publication. Please contact our editors directly if you word like to submit audio/video 
files at: bcssta@gmail.com. 
 
If you have any questions, please email our editors at the email address above. 
 
 

Detoursjournal.org  
 

 

http://www.detoursjournal.org/index.php/detours/index
http://bcssta.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/bcsstalogo6.png
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Traveling with STS Tours 

 
 

When you choose to travel with STS Tours, you are selecting a company with over 25 years of experience, 
planning, and escorting group tours Worldwide. Our professional staff is adept at refining programs, selecting 
quality accommodations, and creating fascinating excursions with a range of activities to ensure your trip will 
be a "once-in-a-lifetime" experience for everyone. 

 

We are Experts in Group Educational Travel 

 

Over the years, we have managed tours for a wide variety of groups from school educational trips, private 
institution or corporate travel to senior's overseas tours. However, we specialize in educational travel, 
designing customized group tours focusing on subjects such as: art, drama, fashion, culinary, music, dance, art 
and architecture, science, philanthropic work, and more. We create special interest tours designed to meet 
the educational needs of your specific group. The tour suggestions we provide serve as a starting point for you 
to customize according to your group's travel parameters. This customization option is just one of the 
elements that makes us unique within the travel industry. 

 

When travelling with STS Tours, you can be assured that all groups will fly with major airlines in the most 
expedient manner from their nearest city. All hotel rooms will have private facilities and are centrally located. 
Meals provided are of high quality and adequate substance. All sightseeing tours are guided by government 
registered guides and are specifically geared to your group. You can be confident that with STS Tours, quality 
will never be compromised. 

 

While we specialize primarily in student group travel, STS can also put together tours for adult groups 
traveling together. Your group leader will travel free of charge. 

 

STS provides an unconditional guarantee on price; there are no hidden fees or extra charges unless a change 
has been made to the program by the school or group leader*. You can rest assured that there will be no 
surprises - no joining fee and no weekend surcharges. 

 

In addition to a fantastic tour and customization options, STS also offers travel insurance. Our insurance 
covers cancellation due to medical reasons, medical costs incurred overseas, and any special return flight or 
flight for a parent to visit a hospitalized child. This "all-inclusive" comprehensive travel insurance is optional, 
but recommended. Chaperones are covered at no extra charge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


